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MESSAGE FROM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

The 2018 year was steep for NOYED-
Ghana as it registered significant fall in 
almost all sectors of the organizational 
development. Major projects supported by 
Voluntary Service Overseas (VSO—
Ghana) and United States Agency for 

International Development (USAID) ended. The year also witnessed 
the movement of about three key staff leaving just the Director, the 
Finance and the Office Assistant.  

Yes, 2018 was a year of challenge and we take solace in the statement that 
“We don’t grow when things are easy; we grow when we face challenges.” 
We have accepted the challenge, we are not complaining about the challenge 
but we are prepared to deal with the challenges going forward. 

As you go through this narrative prepared to abreast you on our journey 
through the 2018 year, we call on you to share your observations and 
comments with us to help us improve on our little gains. We also call on 
you to accept the challenge we are faced with and join us in all forms to fight 
to prove our might and commitment in serving as a true voice for the 
voiceless in our developing communities.  

Thank and enjoy the reading.   
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ACRONYMS  
  
CVTs    Community Volunteer Teachers  

CWDs    Children with Disabilities  

C4D    Communication for Development 

DFID    Department for International Development 

FFNG    Fistula Free Norther 

GES     Ghana Education Service  

GHACCO    Ghana Alliance for Clean Cook Stoves and fuels  

GPEG    Ghana Partnership for Education Grant 

GRA    Ghana Revenue Authority 

ICT    Information Communication Technology 

JHS    Junior High School 

LBG    Literacy Bridge Ghana 

PTA     Parent Teacher Association  

PTAE     Promoting Transparency and Accountability in Education  

TB    Talking Book 

MoU    Memorandum of Understanding  

NAWA     North American Women Association.  

NNED     Network for Education Development  

NOYED     Net Organization for Youth Empowerment and Development  

NSS    National Service Scheme  

NUGS    National Union of Ghana Students  

NVTI     National Vocational Training Institute  

RAINS    Regional Advisory Information and Network Systems 

SMC     School Management Committee  

SP     Signature Programme  

SSNIT    Social Security and National Insurance Trust  

STDs     Sexually Transmitted Diseases  

TaTU    Tamale Technical University  

TENI     Tackling Education Needs Inclusively  

TFSR     Tools for Self-Reliance  

UDS    University for Development Studies 

UK    United Kingdom 

UNFPA    United Nationals Population Fund 

UNICEF    United Nations Children Fund 

USAID     United States Agency for International Development  

VSO     Voluntary Services Overseas  

V4D    Volunteering for Development  

Y-CEE     Youth Center for Entrepreneurial Empowerment 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This report gives high-lights on the activities of the Net Organization for Youth Empowerment 

and Development (NOYED-Ghana) for the period January to December 2018 representing the 

physical year of the organization.  

Generally, for the past five years to date, this year has recorded the lowest activity and 

programme implementation even though there where hopes exiting 2017 following the 

number of proposals submitted individually and jointly with other partners.   

This however, does not suggest that the staff of NOYED-Ghana have given up going forward. 

It is just but a wakeup call that a lot of ground work is required to reestablish our momentum 

in truly being a voice for the voiceless and giving opportunities for self-development. 

   

2. UPDATES ON ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT  

2.1. Systems and Structures within the Organization:  
The effectiveness of an organization stems from the existence of strong systems and 

structures. Cognizant of this, NOYED-Ghana has been consciously building the structures 

towards maintaining strong credentials. The organization successfully filled its returns and 

renewed records with the Registrar Generals Department of Ghana. The organization’s 

records with other statutory bodies such as Ghana Revenue Authority (GRA) Social Security 

and National Insurance Trust (SSNIT) and Social Welfare Department have all been renewed 

and updated.  

Conscious efforts are also made to regularly audit the accounts and reports shared with 

partners who want to assess the records of the organization. Annual reports are also 

consistently prepared building on activity and programmatic reports.    

2.2. Staff Issues:  
Three key staff of NOYED-Ghana have moved following the decline in activities of the 

organization. This currently leaves the organization with 3 staff with the hope of recruiting to 

replace key positions if things get better. We pay special tribute to them for the role they 

played in supporting to bring the organization this far. We also wish them all the best in their 

new endeavors. During the year under review three (3) students; two (2) from the University 

for Development Studies and one (1) from the Tamale Technical University came on 

internship. They stayed for 3 months and strongly contributed towards the development of 

the organization. They supported in field work, capacity building at the Youth center, and 

attended strategic meetings on behalf of the organization.  

The director of NOYED-Ghana also participated in a short course on Child Safe Guarding 

organized by Hope for Children, Northern Network for Education Development (NNED) and 
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Regional Advisory Information Networks (RAINS). Child Safe Guarding Training is a key course 

needed to support the organization in working to protect and safeguarding the interest of 

children in all areas of focus to the organization. 

2.3. Publicity:  
Publicity of the activities of the organization went down significantly. The website was 

shutdown due to inability to renew subscriptions and hosting fees. The movement of staff 

also created increase work load on the available few resulting to their inability to populate 

the Facebook page regularly as was done in the past. Our representation on print, electronic 

and radio reduced significantly. 

  

3. PROGRAMMATIC UPDATES:  
The focus of the organization has not changed.  NOYED-Ghana still focuses on the three key 

thematic area of Education, Health and Livelihood & Governance. These thematic areas are 

not cast in stone such that project and activities will have to fall fit into them. Indeed, there 

are some activities that fall in all three or two thematic areas. 

3.1. Education Sector: 
Under this unit, NOYED-Ghana’ two biggest projects fully ended. These were the Tackling 

Education Needs Inclusively Project (TENI II) and Promoting Transparency, Accountability and 

Responsiveness (PTAE) which were funded by Comic Relief UK and Voluntary Service 

Overseas Ghana and for TENI and United States Agency for International Development 

(USAID) for PTAE.   

TENI was an inclusive education programme designed and implemented by VSO and partners 

in selected deprived districts and communities in northern Ghana. NOYED-Ghana since 2011, 

had a function of identifying, recruiting and placing community volunteers’ teachers in these 

communities as well as managing them to support the attainment of project objectives. Key 

among which was improved learning outcomes of pupils.  

The PTAE on the other had was a social accountability project with focus on education 

resource accountability. Supported by USAID, the PTAE project, built the capacity of district 

education stakeholders and community/school managers on ways to effectively manage 

education resources. Resources were also tracked and findings emerging from the exercise 

were used for engagement. Resources that were tracked include: Teachers’ time on task, 

Information, Communication and Technology (ICT) materials, Textbooks, furniture and 

capitation grant and Ghana Partnership for Education Grant (GPEG) 

Even though the above ended, NOYED-Ghana kept exploring on new opportunities to impact 

on the education of the underprivileged. In line with this, a few initiatives were also carried 

out:  
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3.1.1. Volunteering for Development (V4D):  
This project was also initiated by VSO with funding from Department for International 

Development (DFID) UK. A general VSO support programme, part of it looked at identifying 

flagged issues that were not fully attended to or exhausted under the TENI project. Some 

areas also looked at conducted preliminary test on some assumptions/strategies to confirm 

or reject their effectiveness.  Under this initiative, a visit was made the National Service 

Secretariat (NSS) and a meeting held with the NSS boss, Hon. Mustapha Ussif, a former 

member of parliament for Yagaba Kubori constituency (One of the project districts of the 

TENI). The focus of the discussion was to explore ways of absorbing the community volunteer 

teachers (CVTs) who have upgraded themselves towards professionalism (Teaching). Backed 

by evidence on the impact the CVTs have made particularly in his district/constituency, the 

hon. member agreed to support through recommendations for their absorption in to main 

stream teaching, the Nation Builders Corps and others as they may come. 

        

   

3.1.2. Crossroads Partnership:  
A relationship that was started in 2017 with Crossroads Foundation Limited based in China, 

Hong Kong materialized with NOYED-Ghana receiving a forty-footer container load of 

educational and health related materials for distribution. The goods were successfully cleared 

and distribution to identified schools and health centers currently underway. The materials 

distributed include; furniture, fiction books for various levels of basic education, picture cards 

for early grade learners, play equipment, hospital beds, pediatric materials, mattresses, 

humidifiers, projector, television set, shelves for books to mention but a few.  Institutions 

that have so far received include: 

i. Nyohini Presby JHS 

A group picture made up of NOYED-Ghana team, community representatives, VSO representative and the Hon. 

Mustapha, Executive Director of NSS. 
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ii. Datooyili Primary School 

iii. Dohini Primary 

iv. Lamashegu Primary School 

v. Prestigious International Academy 

vi. Shape Brains Academy 

vii. Graceland International School 

viii. Naaluro International School.  

ix. Tamale Central Hospital 

x. Banvim Health Center 

xi. Nima fog Community 

 

Some of the materials donated 

         

            

 

3.2. Health Sector: 
Our effort at anchoring the health thematic area still lingers on. In view of this, the following 

ensued during the year under review: 
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3.2.1. Fistula Free Northern Ghana (FFNG):  
The Fistula initiative:  is still seen as a flagship project for the organization and concept 

notes and proposals are constantly shared for partnership and implementation. The 

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA) still remains a key partner with assurance for 

collaboration in seeking external funding for implementation. 

3.2.2. Communication for Development (C4D):  
In mid-2018, NOYED-Ghana secured a partnership 

deal with Literacy Bridge Ghana to support in 

implementing a C4D project funded by UNICEF.  

The project is built around a device called ‘Talking 

Book’ (TB) which has features just like a radio but 

built to record and carry crafted messages on 

specific topics for deployment to targeted 

audience at the community level who are often 

hard to reach on information dissemination.  

 

Implemented in two regions-Upper West and the 

northern region (where 3 districts are covered), 

NOYED-Ghana has oversight on the three districts in northern region. These are Tolon, 

Karaga and Kpandai. NOYED-Ghana leads in the conducted of community dialogues. 

 

NOYED-Ghana successfully carried out community dialogues and engaged over Two 

Thousand Two Hundred and forty-Two (2242) individuals in the Tolon and Karaga 

districts. Six change stories have been taken so far on the impact or gains communities 

are getting from the use of the devices.  

The TBs carry messages and songs around the following themes: 

i. Diarrhea Management with ORS and Zinc tablets,  

ii. Malaria control with LLINs,  

iii. Safe Delivery with Skilled person,  

iv. Exclusive Breastfeeding and Complimentary feeding,  

v. Routine Child Immunization,  

vi. Open defecation,  

vii. Hand Washing with soap,  

viii. Birth Registration,  

ix. Early marriage, 

x. Kindergarten Education, 

xi. Retention and Completion of Basic Education, and 

xii. Corporal (Negative) Punishment.  
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Please see pictures of some of the dialogues and engagement with UNICEF below: 

 

 

 

It is anticipated in the first quarter of 2019, Kpandai will be brought on board with expanded 

engagements to include piloting of the TBs in the CHPs compounds to see how effective that 

intervention would be.  

3.3. Livelihood & Governance Sector:  
The Livelihood and governance sector experienced the pattern of decline just as in the 

education sector and the impact was even higher with the disappointment of a major 
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potential partner-Tools for Self-Reliance (TfSR). Below are some projects NOYED-Ghana 

carried out.  

3.3.1. Youth Center for Entrepreneurial Empowerment (YCEE)-Project: 
An initiative that builds the capacity 

of the youth in Welding and 

Fabrication, is an 18-months 

intervention supported by Empower: 

The Emerging Market Foundation 

Limited based in UK. NOYED-Ghana 

has in the past (2016-2017) trained 

and successfully graduated 13 young 

men. A monitoring visit conducted 

on them after 8months of graduation 

revealed 8 of them representing 61% 

have actually started operating their 

own shops, with some of them 

working in pairs. 4 of them 

representing 31% have rejoined other welding centers with the aim of perfecting their 

welding skills and the last person secured admission to Sunyani Technical University 

where he is studying Welding and Fabrication at that advanced level.  Those with shops 

indicated that they now make income and strongly support their growth with such 

incomes since they gradually buy additional tools, plots and means of transport from their 

earnings.  The chart attached summarizes their engagements.   

A second batch of 15 young men were recruited again after the graduation of the 1st 

batch. As a practice, entrepreneurship, literacy, leadership and gender mainstreaming 

have been part of their training. They have successfully written the National Vocational 

Training Institute Proficiency Exams and are currently waiting for the result. They are due 

for gradation March 2019.   

One of the main challenges to this project has been securing set up tools for the trainees 

so that after graduation, they can set up their shops and put their skills to good use. In 

our search for partners, Tools for Self-Reliance was found and a proposal was shared with 

them. They visited NOYED-Ghana and assessed the organization and the center. Their 

result was impression and they assured of supporting the center with tools and machines 

for the graduating trainees. This however, did not see daylight since the officer who was 

leading the processed moved on and the one who took over reviewed the proposal again 

and proposed a different pattern of partnership whip was not good for NOYED-Ghana and 

trainees. Please see selected pictures below:  

61%

31%

8%

Engagement of 
2016/2017 Graduates 

Manage
own shops

Rejoined
Welding

Schooling
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3.3.2. Ghana Alliance for Clean Cookstoves and Fuels (GHACCO). 
NOYED-Ghana is the official northern zonal coordinator for the Ghana Alliance for Clean 

Cookstoves and Fuels (GHACCO). The focus of this association is the promotion and adoption of 

clean cooking initiatives that will go along way to save lives and protect mother nature. After the 

elections which was held in December 2017, an orientation programme was organized for 

leadership in Accra around March 2018.  

Around July 2018, a team from SNV and GHACCO head office paid a working visit to northern 

Ghana and visited some key institutions and artisans. These include: 

• The northern development authority 

• Regional coordinating council and  

• Tamale metropolitan assembly 

Some action plans were developed and shared with the stakeholder institutions mentioned 

above but actions are yet to be taken in implementing them.   

 

4. KEY SUCCESSES 
Even though the year was not so pleasing for us as an organization, NOYED-Ghana still managed 

to harvest a few successes list below: 

a. There is continues confidence in NOYED-Ghana by partners even though some of the 

projects ended. The partners continuously show interest and commitment in working 

with NOYED-Ghana.   

b. Signing of Memorandum of Understanding with Literacy Bridge Ghana and UNICEF 

towards the implementation of the Communication for Development Initiative (C4D) 

c. NOYED-Ghana successfully carried out community dialogues and engaged over Two 

Thousand Two Hundred and forty-Two (2242) individuals in the Tolon and Karaga districts 

of northern region where the C4D is implemented. This transformed the lives of the 

people in the areas of water and sanitation, corporal punishment, diarrhea management 

early childhood and girl child education. 

d. The signing of another contract with World Vision International (WVI) for a period of two 

(2) years is also seen as a key success for the organization.  

e. Holding discussion with the National Service Secretariat on ways of supporting the exit of 

the community volunteer teachers is also seen as a key success for the organization. 

Details of the volunteers were also submitted to the NNS boss for review and assistance 

under the Nation Builders Corps Programme introduced by the government of Ghana 

towards ameliorating youth and graduate unemployment in the country.  

f. The 15-youth recruited for training at the youth Center for Entrepreneurial 

Empowerment (Y-CEE) were successfully registered for the National Vocational Training 

Proficiency Certification. We are determined that Y-CEE will get 100%-mark in this. 
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g. NOYED-Ghana was involved on the development of signature programmes of VSO-Ghana 

for Inclusive Education and Livelihood Programmes.  

h. All statutory documents of the organization; Registrar General Department, Social 

Welfare, including Audit reports have been fulfilled. This better position the organization 

to relate well with partners and potential partners.  

5. OPPORTUNITIES: 
Even though the 2018 year did not come with lots of programmes to keep the organization very 

busy, there are a few opportunities the organization worked on assuring that, 2019 or beyond 

may be better. The following references: 

5.1. VSO signature programmes design:  
In view of the strategic relation NOYED-Ghana holds with VSO, and following the end of the 

major education and livelihood prorammes the former, NOYED-Ghana was actively featured 

in the design of new strategic plans ‘signature programmes’ designed for a five-year period. 

A new inclusive education programme was developed with learnings from the TENI project. 

On livelihood, a similar one was also developed looking at a value chain agribusiness 

programme aim at empowering the youth and women. In both instances, NOYED-Ghana 

stands out as a strategic and key player towards implementation if funding is secured.  

5.2. World Vision International Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) Signing:  
It is refreshing to alert our readers that, an MoU was signed with World Vision International 

Ghana for a two-year partnership deal with potential of renewals based on performance. The 

relationship will seek to address issues similar to themes under the Literacy Bridge 

partnership with strong focus of child protection under the Savelugu cluster of programmes.  

5.3. NNED /Harvard University Programme Design: 
Being the Lead Agency for Northern Network for Education Development, NOYED-Ghana 

participated in a meeting with the Law Department of Harvard University on a partnership that 

will seek to build the capacity of NNED to continuously engage along the line of advocacy. It will 

also include sending down of volunteers who will come and interact with the organizations as 

well as field visit for data collections.   

 

6. KEY CHALLENGES 
Among others, these were some of the issues the organization faced; 

a. High staff attrition: As explained above, due to the fall in projects and our inability to pay 

salaries, about four (4) staff moved on from the organization to different organisations. 

In as much as we are happy for them, the organization has lost highly experienced staff 
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who have been supported through capacity building programmes towards making them 

competitive.  

b. Fall in Project base support due to ending of projects and disappointments in proposals 

submitted. NOYED-Ghana submitted a number of proposals to partners but none of them 

went through.  

c.  Office Running Cost: Due to lack of core funding and fall is support, NOYED-Ghana went 

into difficulty in taking care of the office running cost. This included, renewal of website 

cost/fees, rent, staff cost to mention but a few. 

 

7. RECOMMENDATIONS/CONCLUSION 
a. There is the need to take full advantage of the relationship with University for 

Development Studies (UDS) and Tamale Technical University (TaTU) on the placement of 

interns. Where appropriate, these interns with exceptional skills, could be assigned to 

projects that are not too demanding which they can handle even after the period of their 

internship. While in school, they could be visiting the office to support in managing these 

projects at reduced cost in view of the fact that staff cost is a problem.   

b. Continuous proposal development: Continuously pushing in proposal developments; 

addressing concerns as raised in rejected proposals as well as venturing into new areas 

within the ambit of the organization are sure ways to help in seeing the organization 

through with funding.  

c. Build on Reputation and Credentials as established with others: Referrals from other 

organizations that NOYED-Ghana has worked with and registered significant impact could 

also support in securing new partners and funding opportunities for the organization.   

d. Continuous staff development: Staff capacity development is a continuous one. The need 

becomes more pressing when the staff available are moving on. More capacity building 

opportunities should be created to support in building the capacity of the new staff to be 

engaged by NOYED-Ghana. 

 

Even though not conclusive, it is our conviction that application of the above 

recommendations would bring about some positive changes to in the growth and 

development of the organization.  

 

8. APPENDICES  
a. Profile of NOYED-Ghana 

b. Certificates of Incorporation  

c. Social Welfare Certificates 
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